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Abstract: Language is method of connecting your 

words. Language benefits in understanding the 

world; we get anenhanced insight of the world. 

Language supports speakers to be as vague or as 

detailed as they like. NLP viewpoints for natural 

language processing. . Natural languages are those 

dialects that are spoken by the people.A natural 

language processing tiethe whole thing a computer 

needs to appreciate natural language and also 

produces natural language.Information is constantly 

created in the form of books, news, business and 

management reports, and scientific papers, many of 

which are obtainable online or even in some reports. 

All of the harms of AI arise in this field; solving "the 

natural language problem" is as tough as solving 

"the AI problem" since any field can be articulated 

or can be shown in natural language. This analysis of 

paper draws on new developments in NLP research 

to aspect at the past, present, and future of NLP 

technology in a fresh light. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Natural language processing (NLP) is a ground of 

computer science, artificial intelligence, and 

dialectology mainly efforts on the interactions amongst 

computers and human languages or natural languages. 

NLP is focussed on the zone of human computer 

interaction. The necessity for natural language 

processing was also felt as there is a wide storage of 

information noted or stored in natural language that 

could be handy via computers.Natural languages are 

person’s languages that are spoken by the people.A 

natural language treating girdle everything a computer 

needs to appreciate natural language and also produces 

natural language. Natural Language Processing is a 

subfield of Artificial Intelligence and linguistic,devoted 

to make computers understand the accounts or words 

inscribed in human languages. A Natural language is 

also identified as ordinary language that is spoken or 

inscribed by people(humans) for broadpurpose 

communication. Natural language derived into existence 

since when user demands to communicate with the 

computer we can’t energy the users to learn machine 

definite language so this mostly caters to managers or 

children who do not have adequate time to learn new 

detailed languages or get capable in them. Languages 

can be any like Hindi, French, English, Chinese etc.A 

linguistic is a system, a set of rules or set of ciphers. 

Symbols are collective and used for conveying 

information or broadcasting the information. Rules 

oppress handling of symbols.NLP Besets anything a 

computer or machine requirements to understand typed 

or spoken (natural language). Computational models try 

to bridge such a cognitive gap by matching the way the 

human brain developments natural language, e.g., by 

leveraging on semantic features that are not obviously 

expressed in text.  
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2. Steps Of Natural Language Processing: 

There Are 5 Phases Involved In Natural 

Language Processing 

Morphological and Lexical Analysis : The lexicon of a 

language is its terminology that contains its words and 

expressions. Morphology portraysanalysing, identifying 

and description of structure of words. Syntactic Analysis: 

This comprisesanalysation of the words in a verdict to 

represent the grammatical structure of the sentence. The 

words are misshapen into structure that displays how the 

words are associated to each neweg. “the girl the go to 

theschool”. This would positively be rejected by the 

English syntactic analyser.  

 Semantic Analysis :This summaries the dictionary 

denotation or the precise meaning from context. The 

assemblies which are fashioned by the syntactic analyser are 

assigned meaning. Nearby is a plotting between the syntactic 

structures besides the objects in task field. Eg. “colorless 

blue idea” .This would be banned by the analyser as 

colorless blue do not kind any sense together. 

Discourse Integration :The import of any single judgment 

depends upon the judgments that proceeds it and also raises 

the meaning of the sentences that follow it .Eg the word “it” 

in the sentence “she requisite it” depends upon the prior 

discourse context. 

Pragmatic Analysis :It means selecting or deriving the 

focused use of the language in situations essentially those 

aspects of language which need world knowledge the main 

focus is on what was supposed is reinterpreted on what it 

actually means. eg “close the window?” should have been 

understood as a request rather than an order. 

 

3.  NLP APPLICATIONS 

The DMN is a broad model which we apply to some NLP 

problems. We associate to what to the best of our facts, is the 

current state-of-the-art method for each task.  

 

Dynamic Memory Networks: We now give ansummary of 

the units that make up the DMN. We then study each module 

in detail besides give intuitions about its formulation.  

 

Input Module: The input module converts raw text input 

from the task into circulated vector representations. In this 

paper, we emphasis on natural language related problems. In 

these circumstances, the input might be a sentence, a long 

story, a movie evaluation, a news article, or some Wikipedia 

articles.  

 

Question Module:Similar the input unit, the question 

module encodes the inquiry of the task into a spread vector 

representation. For instance, in the case of question 

answering, the problem may be a verdict such as Where did 

the author first fly? The sign is fed into the episodic 

memory module, plus forms the basis, or early state, upon 

which the episodic memory module repeats. Episodic 

Memory Module: Given a group of input representations, 

the episodic memory module indicates which parts of the 

ideas to focus on concluded the consideration mechanism. 

It then createsa ”memory” vector representation enchanting 

into account the inquiry as well as the earlier memory. Each 

iterationoffers the module with afresh relevant information 

about the input. In extra words, the element has the ability 

to regain new information, in the system of input 

depictions, which were alleged to be irrelevant in previous 

iterations.  

 

Answer Module: The response module creates an answer 

from the last memory vector of the memory module. A 

fullpicturing of these modules is shown in Figure. 2. 

 

 
Figure 2: Overview of DMN modules. 

 

4. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Abhimanyu Chopra et al. [2013]: paper 

characterizedthe strength or the ability to use natural 

language for enquiry specification and recovery bags over 
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the keyword, keyphrase methods. The trust that the 

restricted use ofnatural language in titles for multimedia 

data abstraction is a not as much of cumbersome task than 

full natural language fact concept,and feel that we have a 

structure that can be judged andmade upon not only for 

abstracting images but likewise the form so program 

(audio,video,text,data etc.) data or input sources as well. 

Alexis Conneau et al. [2016]: The dominant method for 

many NLP tasks is regular neural networks, in precise 

LSTMs, and convolutional neural grids. However, this 

architecture ispretty shallow in evaluation to the deep 

convolutional systems which are very effective in 

computer vision. Theycontemporaryhad a new 

architecture for text processing which operated directly on 

the character level also uses only small densities and 

pooling operations. We are gifted to show that the act of 

this model rises with the depth: using up to 29 

convolutional layers, they reported significant 

enhancements over the state-of-the-art on several public 

text classification tasks. To the top of our knowledge, this 

is the first whilethose very deep convolutional nets have 

been pragmatic to NLP. Julia Hirschberg et al. [2016]: 

Natural language processing employs computational 

systems for the determination of learning,understanding, 

and making human language satisfied. Early 

computational methods to language research focused on 

automating the investigation of the linguistic structure of 

language and evolving basic technologies such asdevice 

translation, speech recognition, and speech 

fusion.Today’s researchers refine and type use of such 

tools in real-world bidscreating spoken negotiation 

systems and speech-to-speech translation engines, mining 

social media for evidence about health or finance, and 

identifying sentiment besides emotion toward products 

and amenities.They described successes and tasks in this 

rapidly progressing area. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Most responsibilities in natural language processing can 

be cast into question answering (QA) problematic over 

language input. We introduced the dynamicmemory 

network (DMN), a neural network architecturewhich 

processes input structures andquestions, forms episodic 

memories, and producesrelevant replies. Questions 

generate an iterativeconsideration process which permits 

the model tocomplaint its kindness on the inputs and the 

outcomeof previous iterations. These consequences are 

then coherentover in a hierarchical recurrent 

sequencemodel to cause answers. The DMN can 

beaccomplished end-to-end also obtains state-of-the-

artresults on numerous types of tasks besides datasets. 

The DMN is qualified end-to-end withone, albeit 

complex, objective function. Forthcoming work can 

discover ways to scale the model with greater inputs, 

which could be complete by running an information 

repossession system to filter the most pertinent inputs 

before consecutively the DMN, or by means of a 

hierarchical attention module. Future work will also 

discover additional tasks, larger multi-task models as well 

as multimodal inputs plus questions. 
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